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Good evening, everyone
I’m really glad to be able to connect with all of you on this space 
once again, and I’ll be honest when I say it’s easier to pen this 
when you’re coming off the back of a good result! We’ve had a 
short break since the last game, and it’s given us some time to 
rest and recover as a squad. 
It’s motivating to see the team go unbeaten in the last eight 
games. Especially the last three results, where we picked up 
seven points and two clean-sheets, considering we came out of a 
seven-day quarantine period. Even then, I do believe that we are 
still not back to our best condition-wise, and that’s something we 
are continuously working on as a team.
Over the course of this week, our fixtures for the business end of 
the season have changed. This is not something I have 
experienced before in my career, and poses its own set of 
challenges. The players have to mentally be prepared for different 
types of games, and we have to try and find our way around it, as a 
team.
Tonight, we face Jamshedpur FC, who are a very physical team 
and have a new striker who is known to score goals wherever he 
plays. Our game against Kerala was a very tough one, and I expect 
no different tonight. Owen Coyle and his boys work really hard on 
the pitch, and it is tough to create chances against them, let alone 
put them away. But, again, I do believe the players available to me 
will do well.

Another key takeaway from our game against the Blasters last 
weekend was the clean-sheet that we worked hard for on the 
pitch. The players who stepped in in the absence of others have 
performed exceptionally well, across the pitch. I don’t like to 
differentiate between players depending on whether they are 
young or old, if you are training and performing well, the 
opportunity will present itself to you.
Over the last few games, our results and performances have 
continued to improve and that is the result of a process. Since the 
start of this season, we had a clear vision on how we want to play 
football and the results have gradually improved because of the 
hard work of all the players; on the training field and during the 
matches.
As a coach, I do not like to think about the possible outcome of 
games before they are played. Sometimes, a draw can be a very 
good point for us and regardless of where it leaves us on the table, 
the points only matter when the League stage is complete. Yes, it 
is important to win and that is what we will aim for tonight, but 
our position at the completion of the League stage matters most.
I am told that many of you meet to watch our games together, and 
that the West Block Blues continue to host live screenings to 
chant and sing for us. It gives us a reason to be happy that even 
when we are so far away, the club is a reason for you to belong. 
We hope to do you proud tonight and in games to come. Until then!

Love,
Marco
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THE BIG
PREVIEW

ALL TO PLAY FOR
While everyone point matters, Marco Pezzaiuoli’s men will do well 
not to drop them in the business end of the season, having played 
two more games than the teams around them on the table. Kerala 
Blasters and tonight’s opponents Jamshedpur FC. A win tonight 
could take the Blues to 23 points, just three shy of League leaders 

Hyderabad FC. In fact, among the top five teams in the League, 
only Bengaluru have lost more than two games, and a slip up 
could prove decisive at this stage of the season.

RED HOT FORM
Jamshedpur FC are one of only two teams to have won their last 
three games in the League, alongside Hyderabad FC, with their 
last defeat coming over a month ago, in a 1-0 loss to Chennaiyin 
FC. 
Having had two games postponed, Owen Coyle’s men have played 
two fewer than the Blues, but recent form would suggest they are 
a force to reckon with. The Blues have been on a spree of their 
own, and are unbeaten in eight games (the joint-longest ongoing 
run in the League this season). Points will be dropped tonight, but 
by whom?

STUBBORN AT THE BACK
For all their troubles going into the season, Bengaluru seem to 
have turned a corner in their defensive department, with 
back-to-back clean sheets and conceding just two goals in 450 
minutes of ISL football. Owen Coyle’s Red Miners have two clean 
sheets on the trot themselves, having conceded in each of their 
three games previously. The reverse of tonight’s fixture proved to 
be a cagey affair, with that goalless draw being the only one either 
side have encountered this season. What’s in store tonight is any-
one’s guess!
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The Bengaluru FC custodian has been in top 
form, keeping two clean sheets in his last three 
games. Having returned to the squad after missing out on 
the game against Chennaiyin FC, Gurpreet Singh Sandhu 
put on a fine show against the Blasters to ensure a clean 
sheet and three points. After a cagey start to the season, 
Gurpreet has found form in Marco Pezzaiuoli’s side and 
will look to put in another quality performance against 
Jamshedpur FC. With 30 saves and three clean sheets this 
season, the Indian international will have his work cut out 
against the Red Miners, who are a trigger-happy side in 
front of goal. 

KEY
MENBFC

GURPREET
SINGH SANDHU



The skipper has turned it up in recent games 
and has been in form when the Blues have needed 
him most. Chhetri’s goal against FC Goa opened his 
account for the season against FC Goa and then set up 
Udanta Singh against Chennaiyin FC with some beautiful 
footwork for his first assist of the season. With a goal and 
an assist in his last three appearances, Chhetri will be a 
threat and will look to grab the headlines against 
Jamshedpur FC, against whom he scored his 100th BFC 
goal last season.
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He’s burst onto the scene with five assists and 
a goal to his name, and full-back Naorem Roshan 
Singh needs no introduction anymore! With 57 tackles, 18 
interceptions and 23 blocks, Roshan plays a crucial role at 
the back for Pezzaiuoli’s side, and has his sights set on a 
national team spot. Jamshedpur will be wary of the 
youngster’s threat on the set piece, but with Greg Stewart 
to watch out for, Roshan will have a lot to do at the 
Bambolim tonight. 
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KEY
MEN

Testament to the stubborn defence ahead of 
him, he hasn’t been among the busiest in front of goal 
with only 18 saves to make in 10 games so far, but when 
called upon, TP Rehenesh has delivered. With three clean 
sheets so far this campaign, Rehenesh is only one behind 
Prabhsukhan Singh Gill on the list, and tied with Gurpreet 
Singh Sandhu heading into tonight’s game. A vocal 
presence in the Red Miners’ squad and one that makes the 
difference with saves in crucial moments, Rehenesh will 
have a vital role to play for Owen Coyle’s side tonight.

TP
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JFC



KEY
MEN

Arguably the player of the season so far, Greg 
Stewart has five goals and six assists to show for his 
efforts with Jamshedpur so far. He’s trigger-happy in front 
of goal, and leads Jamshedpur’s list for shots attempted, 
goals scored, passes made and touches in the 2021-22 
Indian Super League season. The former Rangers FC 
attacker is not shy of attempting the audacious, as was 
seen in his free-kick against the Blasters earlier this 
season. Bengaluru will have to be wary of the Scot’s 
movements tonight.

GREG
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JFC



KEY
MEN

Often called upon in the final moments of the 
game off the bench, Ishan Pandita has earned himself 
the title of ‘super-sub’. True to his nickname, Pandita has 
scored six goals in the dying stages of games over the last 
two seasons, including a late winner against SC East 
Bengal last month. Just a week previously, Pandita came 
off the bench to seal three points against NorthEast United 
with his first goal of the season. Over nine appearances 
this season, Pandita has played just 198 minutes of 
football, but his goals have contributed to six crucial points 
for Jamshedpur. He is the silent weapon that Owen Coyle 
hides up his sleeve.

ISHAN
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   GOALKEEPERS

  1   GURPREET SINGH SANDHU

30  LARA SHARMA

43  SHARON PADATTIL

 

   DEFENDERS

  3   YAYA BANANA

  4   PRATIK CHAUDHARI

  5   ALAN COSTA

15  WUNGNGAYAM MUIRANG

16  SARTHAK GOLUI

19  AJITH KUMAR

27  PARAG SATISH SHRIVAS

BFC
SQUAD
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matches.
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good point for us and regardless of where it leaves us on the table, 
the points only matter when the League stage is complete. Yes, it 
is important to win and that is what we will aim for tonight, but 
our position at the completion of the League stage matters most.
I am told that many of you meet to watch our games together, and 
that the West Block Blues continue to host live screenings to 
chant and sing for us. It gives us a reason to be happy that even 
when we are so far away, the club is a reason for you to belong. 
We hope to do you proud tonight and in games to come. Until then!

Love,
Marco

HEAD COACH
MARCO PEZZAIUOLI

29  YRONDU MUSAVU-KING

   MIDFIELDERS

  6   BRUNO RAMIRES

  7  JAYESH RANE

  8  SURESH WANGJAM

10  IMAN BASAFA

12  DANISH FAROOQ

13  AJAY CHHETRI

18  ROHIT KUMAR

22  ASHIQUE KURUNIYAN

25  NAMGYAL BHUTIA

32  NAOREM ROSHAN SINGH

35  BISWA DARJEE

40  DAMAITPHANG LYNGDOH

42  AKASHDEEP SINGH

 

   FORWARDS

  9   PRINCE IBARA

11  SUNIL CHHETRI

14  HARMANPREET SINGH

17  EDMUND LALRINDIKA

21  UDANTA SINGH

23  CLEITON SILVA

26  BIDYASHAGAR SINGH

31  LEON AUGUSTINE
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Jamshedpur FC 0
Bengaluru FC 0

The Blues took on a rampant Jamshedpur FC just days before the 
festive break earlier this season, at the GMC Athletic Stadium, in 
Bambolim. Bengaluru had registered just one win, a 4-2 opening 
day defeat of NorthEast United FC, and were looking to turn their 
fortunes around against the Red Miners. Jamshedpur, meanwhile, 
were in top form, with just one loss in six games - against then 
leaders Mumbai City FC.  

The Blues started the game on the front foot and even had the 
first chance of the night inside ten minutes when a long pass from 
Bruno Ramires found Udanta Singh. The Flash used his pace to 

run beyond the JFC backline and into the penalty box, but his at-
tempted cross was put behind for a corner by Narendar Gehlot. 
Only moments later, Alex Lima dribbled past four Bengaluru play-
ers and was through on goal but his shot was dragged wide. 
The pace of the game slowed down after quarter of an hour and 
there were only a few half-chances until close to half time. In the 
39th minute, Parag Shrivas put in a delightful cross for Cleiton 
Silva, but the Brazilian’s thumping header was saved well by TP 
Rehenesh. The Blues had another chance right before the first 
half ended when Cleiton’s corner fell for Prince Ibara. The Congo-
lese striker rose highest but his headed attempt was off target. 

Jamshedpur FC grew wary of the threat Bengaluru posed during 
set-pieces and managed to put bodies in the box to thwart their 
attempts. With the last kick of the half, Greg Stewart rifled a shot 
on target but it was met by the gloves of Gurpreet Singh Sandhu 
in goal. 

It didn’t take long for the second period to come to life as the Red 
Miners came close to breaking the deadlock just moments into 
the restart. A corner that fell perfectly for Peter Hartley seemed 
destined for the back of the net, but was nodded wide of the post. 
Jamshedpur continued to put the pressure on the Blues with 
Stewart in the thick of things but Gurpreet’s able hands had an-
swers to every question thrown his way. 

The game had everything but goals, thanks to world class goal-
keeping from both the men between the posts. There was nothing 
to separate the sides as the referee blew the final whistle. Bengal-
uru FC’s first clean sheet of the season was a positive takeaway, 
and the game also marked the first time they had picked up points 
in back-to-back games this season.  
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